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How to use this book

?

Before reading: Talkthrough
Talk through the book with the children. Encourage
them to predict the text from the cover and the
pictures, and to think about the information they
provide. Direct the children’s attention to aspects of
the text that may challenge them. Support the children
to deal with these challenges by asking the
Talkthrough questions on each page.

During reading: Observe and support
Observe the children as they read. Encourage them to
monitor their own reading as they comprehend the
text. As needed, support children by assisting them to
discover and use reading strategies and cues to solve
problems and respond to reading challenges that arise
in the text. Interruptions to the child’s reading should
be minimal and focused on a specified learning need.

After reading: Comprehension, returning to
the text, responding and writing links
To further develop children’s understanding of the
text, select from activities found on page 12 and the
inside back cover. These whole text, sentence and word
level activities reinforce the teaching focus of this
book. Assessment ideas are provided to assist with
planning for further teaching.
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Text highlights

Vocabulary

• Data chart and web pages
• Information about the needs of pets rabbits
• Colour photographs support the text

litter tray, hutch, rabbit pellets, pet, Internet,
housing, cleaning, feeding, straw, hay, fresh
vegetables

Setting the context
Ask: Have you ever had a

Background information
Rabbits need a range of
foods to be healthy.
Contrary to popular belief
lettuce and carrots are not a
well-balanced diet and can
make a rabbit ill. Rabbits
also need salt in their diet.

pet? How did you decide
which pet to get? What did
you need to do to look after
your pet?
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Introducing the book
This book is called ‘Our
Classroom Pet’. It is about a
group of children who
wanted to get a pet for their
classroom. They worked
together to decide which pet
to get and then looked up
information about how to
look after their pet.
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Front cover
What does the cover tell us about the book?
Which pet do you think the class decided to
get? How might they have gone about
deciding this?

Title page
Read the title together.
Point out the names of the author and the
photographer.

Our Classroom Pet Pages 2–3

?

Talkthrough
What are the children and the teacher doing?
Point out the data chart.
What does this tell us? What did the children do? Which
animal did most of the children want to get for the
classroom pet?

Observe and support
Can the child explain the information provided in the
data chart?
Why is this chart included in the book? What does it tell us?

2

Our class wanted to get a pet.
We talked about what kind of pet
we wanted to get.

2

Most of us wanted to get a rabbit.

3
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Our Classroom Pet Pages 4–7

?

Talkthrough
The children needed to find out about how to look after
rabbits. How did they do this research?
Point out the web page on page 5.
This shows what the children are seeing on the computer.
What have they found out?
Point out the web page on page 6.
What does a rabbit need for housing? Can you see a hutch
on the page? Can you see a litter tray? What else does a
rabbit need?

Observe and support
Can the child use the text to interpret the information
contained in the photographs?
What is a hutch? Why does a rabbit need one?

4

Search
Home

Next

Quit

Caring for rabbits
Housing
Feeding
Cleaning

We needed to find out how to look
after a rabbit.
We looked on the internet.
4

5

Search
Home

Next

Quit

Housing for rabbits
Hutch
Straw
Litter tray

Rabbits need straw
to sleep on and
to keep warm.

A rabbit needs a hutch to live in with space
for the rabbit to run around and a place
to hide.

Rabbits also need a litter tray.
6

7
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Our Classroom Pet Pages 8–9

?

Talkthrough
Then the children found out about the food rabbits need.
What do you think they learned? Where on the page did you
look to find that out?
Point to each food item shown ensuring that children can
identify it.

Observe and support
Does the child use contextual information to understand
the meaning of new vocabulary?
What are rabbit pellets? What things on this page helped you
to work it out?

6

Search
Home

Next

Quit

Food for rabbits
Hay
Pellets
Vegetables
Salt

Rabbits like to eat hay, rabbit pellets
and some fresh vegetables.
They also need new water every day.

Rabbits also need some salt.
They get this from a block of salt.

8
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Our Classroom Pet Pages 10–13

?

Talkthrough
Look at the photograph on page 10.
What are the children doing?
What items might they put on their shopping list?
Look at pages 12–13.
What do you think is in the box?
What might the children be feeling?

Observe and support
Does the child monitor their own reading, noticing when
errors occur?
What did you notice? Why did you read that again? How do
you know that you are right this time?

8

We made a shopping list for all the things
our rabbit would need.
Our teacher bought them for us.

We put the straw, the litter tray
and the food bowl into the hutch.

10

11

At last everything was ready
for our rabbit.

Some of us went to get the rabbit.
We were very happy.

12
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Our Classroom Pet Pages 14–16

?

Talkthrough
Here is the rabbit. His name is Snowflake. What do you think
the children would have to do each day to look after
Snowflake? How do you think they look after Snowflake
during the holidays? The children say it is a lot of work
looking after Snowflake, but that it’s lots of fun too.

Observe and support
Does the child read the text fluently?
I liked the way you read that. It sounded like talking.

10

Our rabbit is called Snowflake.
We take turns feeding him
and cleaning his hutch.

14

In the holidays, we take turns
to take Snowflake home
and look after him.

15

It is lots of work looking after a rabbit
but it’s lots of fun.
16

11

Our Classroom Pet

Being a meaning maker

Being a text user

Encourage the children to support
their answers with evidence from the
book as they discuss these questions:
What do you need to look after a pet
rabbit?
Why do the children take Snowflake
home during the holidays?
Why should people look after pets
properly?

What kind of book is this? Fiction or
information? How do you know?
What does this book help you to learn
about?
Is there enough information for you to
be able to look after a pet rabbit? What
else do you need to know?

Being a code breaker
Children may like to explore the
following language features:
• The short /e/ sound as in ‘pet’:
pellets, fresh, get, went, everything,
very, internet.
• Visual patterns used to represent
the long /e/ sound: feed, eat, needed,
sleep, keep, need, cleaning.
• Use of contraction on page 16: ‘it is’
and ‘it’s’.

12

Being a text critic
Do all classrooms have pet animals?
Why might your class not be able to
have a pet?

Responding to text
Children could look through
books, videos, CD-ROMs and
websites to find out and write about
how to care for other possible
classroom pets. Children may be
interested in more unusual pets such
as water dragons, snakes and
tarantulas.
Children could work in
cooperative groups to build a
model or make a poster showing what
you need to keep a pet rabbit. Provide
cardboard boxes, Plasticine, paper,
straw, yoghurt pots, etc. Encourage
children to label parts of their model
or poster explaining why the rabbit
needs each item.
Children could list all of the
words from the book with the

short /e/ sound as in pet. These could
be illustrated where appropriate.
Provide other familiar books to assist
children to extend the list.

Writing links
Shared writing
Discuss the way the book is written as
a recount. Ask the children to assist
you to retell the text as a flowchart.
Outline each step that the children
undertook to decide upon, find out
about, get ready for and look after
their pet rabbit.
Independent writing
Have the children write a recount of
something that they have done. This
could be a recent class event, how
they look after their own pet or about
a topic of the child’s choosing.

Assessment
Can the child:
• Explain how to read the different text features in the book, e.g., data charts
and web pages?
• Explain how to look after a classroom rabbit?
• Provide an opinion about whether classrooms should have pets or not?

whole text activity

sentence activity

word activity
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Topic: Social systems, Living things
Curriculum link: Studies of Society and the
Environment; Science
Text type: Recount
Reading level: 14
Word count: 205
Vocabulary: litter tray, hutch, rabbit pellets, pet,
Internet, housing, cleaning, feeding, straw, hay,
fresh vegetables

Other books
at this level
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Snip! Snap!
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The

Hungry Baby

Written by
Jenny Feely
Illustrated by
Chantal Stewart

Possible literacy focus
Understanding data charts and web pages.
Understanding what pet rabbits need.
Thinking critically about the book: should
classrooms have pets?

Summary
This book is about the research a class undertook
to select and provide for a new class pet – a rabbit.
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